ABSTRACT e focus of WSDM cup 2019 is session-based sequential skip prediction, i.e. predicting whether users will skip tracks, given their immediately preceding interactions in their listening session. is paper provides the solution of our team ek ar to this challenge. We focus on recurrent-neural-network-based deep learning approaches which have previously been shown to perform well on session-based recommendation problems. We show that by choosing an appropriate recurrent architecture that properly accounts for the given information such as user interaction features and song metadata, a single neural network could achieve a Mean Average Accuracy (AA) score of 0.648 on the withheld test data. Meanwhile, by ensembling several variants of the core model, the overall recommendation accuracy can be improved even further. By using the proposed approach, our team was able to a ain the 1st place in the competition. We have open-sourced our implementation at GitHub 1 .
INTRODUCTION
e accurate prediction/modeling of user action has long been a topic of vital importance in large-scale web and mobile applications, the quality of the model or accuracy of prediction plays a vital role in various revenue generating applications, such as content recommendation [6] , advertisement displaying [16] , search result ranking [21] , etc. Traditional approaches, such as matrix Factorization [18] and its variants, seek to model global interactions, e.g. by learning low-dimensional user and item embeddings and predicting their interactions in the embedding space. While these algorithms are able to e ectively model static user preferences, 1 h ps://github.com/linzhu123455/spotify-skip-prediction-top-1-solution Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. WSDM Cup '19, Melbourne, Australia © 2019 ACM. 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn they fail to account for sequential and dynamical nature of user behavior. is limitation motivates the study of session-based user action modeling problem, where the terminology 'session' refers to a group of interactions that take place within a given time interval. A session usually has a goal, such as nding a good restaurant in a city, or listening to music of a certain style or mood.
In this year, the WSDM Cup, a competition held annually as part of the prestigious ACM International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM), challenges competitors from all over the world to help and build a be er user behavior modeling system [2] .
e challenge dataset which consists of roughly 130 million music listening sessions with associated user interactions, was kindly produced by Spotify, a major online music streaming service with online music streaming service with over 190 million active users interacting with a library of over 40 million tracks. e task is to predict whether individual tracks encountered in the second half of a listening session will be skipped by a particular user.
To tackle this challenge, we focus on recurrent-neural-networkbased deep learning approaches since they are able to deal with large datasets in an e cient and e ective way, and have previously been shown to perform well on session-based recommendation problems. We show that by choosing an appropriate recurrent architecture that properly accounts for the given information such as user interaction features and song metadata, a single neural network could achieve a Mean Average Accuracy (AA) score of 0.648 on the withheld test data, achieving top 1 position on the challenge leaderboard. Meanwhile, by ensembling several variants of the core model, the overall recommendation accuracy can be improved even further. e paper is organized as follows. A overview of the WSDMSpotify challenge is presented in Section 2, Section 3 discusses the components of our approach, and the paper concludes in Section 4.
THE CHALLENGE DESCRIPTION 2.1 Dataset
e public part of the dataset consists of roughly 130 million listening sessions with associated user interactions and context features on the Spotify service.
e user interaction with each listened song is described by a set of features, such as the skip behavior, as well as the number of times the user did a seek forward or seek back within track ("hist user behavior n seekfwd" and "hist user behavior n seekback", respectively), on the other hand, the context features include the hour of day that the listening happened ("hour of day") and the type of context the playback occurred within ("context type"), etc. In addition to the public part of the dataset, approximately 30 million listening sessions are used for the challenge leaderboard. For these leaderboard sessions
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the participant is provided all the user interaction features for the rst half of the session, but only the track id s for the second half. Meanwhile, the meta information of the tracks that users interacted with during these sessions are also provided, including numerous acoustic features and metadata (such as duration and release year).
Challenge
e task is to predict whether individual tracks encountered in a listening session will be skipped by a particular user. In order to do this, complete information about the rst half of a user s listening session is provided, while the prediction is to be carried out on the second half. Participants have access to metadata, as well as acoustic descriptors, for all the tracks encountered in listening sessions. e output of a prediction is a binary variable for each track in the second half of the session indicating if it was skipped or not.
Evaluation Metric
Although it would also be useful to predict the skip behavior across the entire session, as skip prediction can be used to avoid recommendation of a potential track to the user based on the user's immediately preceding interactions, accurate prediction of whether the next immediate track is going to be skipped is therefore most important. Based on these considerations, Mean Average Accuracy is adopted as the primary evaluation metric for the challenge, with the average accuracy de ned by
where T is the number of tracks to be predicted for the given session, A (i) is the accuracy at position i of the sequence, L (i) is the boolean indicator for if the ith prediction was correct.
OUR SOLUTION 3.1 Problem Formulation
e given information about the rst half of a session be summarized as a series of triplets {(S i , A i , R i )} 1≤i ≤10 , where S i , A i , and R i denote the song, the user interaction associated with the song, and the position of song listening event within the session, on the other hand, information provided about the second half of a session can be summarized as a series of doublets {(S i , R i )} 11≤i ≤20 , with the user interaction information held out. e objective of the competition is to predict the user skip behavior associated with songs in the second half of the session. To integrate the provided information in a principled way, we parametrize the desired prediction model as a neural architecture that consists of three main components, as illustrated in Figure 1: • Interaction Representation Layers that transforms triplets in the rst half of a session and doublets in the second half of a session into feature representations; • Recurrent Representation Layers that utilize recurrent neural network models to re ne the triplet and doublet representations by exploiting the sequential nature of user sessions; Figure 1 : e overall architecture of our skip prediction model.
• A Classi cation Layer that aggregate the outputs of previous layers and calculate skip probabilities for songs in the second half of the session.
Interaction Representation Layers
As mentioned in Section 2, features for user interactions and the tracks that users interacted with during these sessions are provided, which can be straightforwardly used as their representations. Given the sensitivity of neural networks to input scaling [6, 19] , numerical features are normalized to the interval [0, 1], and categorical features such as 'context type' are mapped to dense vectors via embeddings, which are learned jointly with all other model parameters through back-propagation. Additionally, we borrowed ideas from [10, 11] , and treated each track as a word and each listening session as a sentence, Glove [23] was then used to train on these "sentences" to obtain additional 150-dimensional embeddings for songs.
As for the session position information, we simply incorporate it as an additional numerical feature. While more sophisticated positional encoding schemes [26] are readily applicable, we found that such a simple option already performs well on the challenge dataset.
All of the aforementioned features are accordingly concatenated to obtain vector representations for triplets {(S i , A i , R i )} 1≤i ≤10 in the rst half of the session, as well as doublets {(S i , R i )} 11≤i ≤20 in the second half of the session.
Recurrent Neural Networks for Session Modeling
Motivated by the tremendous success of deep neural networks (DNN) in a number of tasks such as image and natural language processing (NLP), various approaches have been proposed in recent years to adapt DNN algorithms for data mining tasks [3, 6, 13] . In particular, session-based user action modeling problem shares some similarities with NLP-related problems [14] as they both deals with sequences. As a result, the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which have proven to be suitable for handling various sequence modeling tasks [9, 12, 22, 25] , have also been successfully applied to session-based user action modeling, achieving remarkable results of outperforming traditional recommendation methods by 15% to 30% in terms of various evaluation metrics [1, 7, 14, 20, 24] . e main di erence between RNNs and conventional feedforward neural network models is the existence of an internal hidden state in the units that recurrently process and memorize sequences of inputs. Traditional RNN models usually su er from the vanishing gradient problem when the models need to process long sequences.
e Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) network is a technique proposed by Cho et al. [4] which aims to solve the problem of gradient vanishing in RNN. Its basic idea is to control the update of network states with an update gate and a reset gate. Formally, let x t ∈ R α be the input vector in the t step and α is the dimensionality of x t , e output vector (also the activation vector in GRU) o t ∈ R α and the network state s t ∈ R α is computed as:
Based on the above considerations, we adopted GRUs to model user sessions. Concretely, for the rst half of the session, we used triplet representations described in the previous section as input, and passed them through 2 stacked GRU networks, the nal states of which were then concatenated as a vector x half to represent the entire rst half session. Meanwhile, for the second half of the session, let the doublet representation for session position i be denoted as x i , we enrich it with x half as:
where is the Hadamard product, ReLU is a dense layer with Recti ed Linear Units (ReLU) activations [8] to match the dimensions of x i and x half . x i returned by (3) can be considered as an enriched representation as it encodes the contextual information from the rst and the second half of the session, as well as the information associated with the speci c session position i, and all of these information can be bene cial for the considered skip prediction task.
Classi cation Layer
Given the enriched representation (3) as input, the classi cation layer is simply a multilayer perception with sigmoid output activation function and 2 layers of ReLU activations. Meanwhile, to inject more information into the model, we further adopt a multi task scenario where model not only predicts the user skip behavior, but also other user interactions such as 'context switch', 'no pause before play', and 'short pause before play'.
Implementation Details
e neural network model is implemented using Keras, a diagram of the model drawn using the Keras function "plot model" is given in Fig.2 . Note that the user sessions can have unequal length, varying between 10 and 20 in the challenge dataset, we resolve this issue by padding short sequences with pre-speci ed constants. e model was trained with the Adam algorithm [17] with an initial learning rate of 0.0005, batch size of 2200.
Results
Based on the neural network architecture, a single trained model could achieve a AA score of 0.648 on the withheld test dataset, already achieving top 1 position on the competition leaderboard, we also tried several simple variants of the core model, for example by replacing the ReLU activations with exponential linear units (ELUs) [5] , or by adding batch normalization layer [15] before the activations, or by varying batch size and number of hidden units. An ensemble of 6 such model variants could further boost the leaderboard accuracy to 0.651.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe our solution to WSDM cup 2019, we focus on recurrent-neural-network-based deep learning approaches since they have previously been shown to perform well on session-based recommendation problems. We show that by choosing an appropriate recurrent architecture that properly accounts for the given information such as user interaction features and song metadata, a single neural network could achieve top 1 position on the challenge leaderboard. Meanwhile, by ensembling several variants of the core model, the overall recommendation accuracy can be improved even further.
